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Music licensing in the US can be one of 
the most complex and frustrating legal 
tasks that businesses face. This article 
examines the rights needed and who 
controls those rights, both of which 
depend on how the music will be used.
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Music is everywhere. Sometimes, it is the main 
attraction, such as in a digital download, 
ringtone, CD, radio broadcast, webcast or 
live performance. In other cases, music may 
be an element of another work, including a 
movie, television program, video game or 

advertisement. It also may be used in the background in public 
places, such as in stores, health clubs, restaurants, mobile apps 
and other physical and virtual venues. 

Music is protected by copyright. Therefore, in the absence of 
a specific exception, commercial use of music likely requires 
permission from the copyright owner or another party that 
controls the rights in the music. While these rights typically 
are granted in the form of a license, agreements covering full 
catalogs of recordings are sometimes structured as distribution 
(or manufacturing and distribution) agreements. The matters 
discussed in this article generally apply regardless of how 
the agreement is labeled. This article uses the terms license, 
licensee and licensor to broadly include distribution agreements, 
distributors and copyright owners.

This article addresses the practical aspects of music licensing 
in the US, including copyright protection for music. Specifically, 
it explains the legal framework for music rights in the US and 
examines the issues that a party wishing to use either an existing 
composition or a sound recording must consider, including:

�� Whether a license is needed.

�� The types of licenses needed.

�� Who owns or controls the necessary rights.

�� Who needs to license which rights for the use of compositions.

�� Who needs to license which rights for the use of sound 
recordings.

This article covers broadly applicable music licensing 
considerations but does not cover in detail intra-industry 
relationships and rights transfers between and among 
songwriters, performing artists, music publishers and record 
labels, which is a highly specialized practice area. It also does 
not discuss in detail specialized types of licenses, such as “grand 
rights” licenses for musical theatrical productions, print licenses 
for musical scores and lyrics, and karaoke licenses.

 This article is an excerpt of a Practice Note from our website. For the 
complete, online version of this resource, which provides more 
information on key licensing considerations that are specific to music 
licensing, including license scope, territory, business models and 
formats, delivery and holdbacks, takedown rights, exclusivity, fees and 
royalties, search Music Licensing.

COPYRIGHT PROTECTION FOR MUSIC
The Copyright Act of 1976 provides copyright protection for 
music in two separate forms:  

�� The copyright in a musical work (commonly called a 
composition), which protects a song’s musical notes and any 
accompanying lyrics.

�� When one or more performing artists record a performance 
of the composition, a separate copyright arises in that specific 

performance as embodied in the recording (commonly called 
a sound recording).

Therefore, every sound recording is protected by two separate 
copyrights. To use a composition, the licensee only needs to 
secure permission for one copyright. However, when using a 
sound recording, the licensee must secure permission for both 
copyrights. 

WHICH RIGHTS CAN BE LICENSED?

The copyright in a composition protects the rights of: 

�� Reproduction.

�� Creation of derivative works.

�� Distribution.

�� Public performance.

�� Public display.

(17 U.S.C. § 106.)

The copyright in a sound recording protects the rights of:

�� Reproduction.

�� Creation of derivative works.

�� Distribution.

�� Digital public performance.

(17 U.S.C. § 106.)

USE OF EXCLUSIVE RIGHTS

Commercial uses of compositions or sound recordings generally 
involve the exercise of one or more of these exclusive rights. For 
example:

�� The reproduction right in the composition and sound 
recording is involved every time music is copied, for example:
�z onto a CD or other physical medium; or 
�z by digital download. 

�� Selling copies of a composition and sound recording involves 
the distribution right. 

�� A composition is publicly performed when it is webcast, 
broadcasted, performed live in a concert or even played in 
elevators, restaurants, malls, doctors’ offices and similar places. 

�� A composition is publicly displayed whenever its score or  
lyrics are printed (for example, in sheet music) or shown on  
a website. 

�� A derivative work is created when, for example, a snippet 
(sample) of a song is included in a hip hop song, mash-up  
or medley.

�� The timed synchronization of music with visual material (as 
in a movie, television or game soundtrack, music video or 
advertisement) involves both: 
�z the creation of a derivative work; and 
�z a reproduction.

 Search Copyright for more about exclusive rights under US  
copyright law. 
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IS A LICENSE NEEDED?
A party that wishes to use a particular composition or sound 
recording should first evaluate whether it needs a license. For 
example, a license is not necessary if:

�� The music is in the public domain because, for example:
�z the copyright protecting the music has expired; or 
�z the work was created before March 1, 1989 and the author or 
copyright owner failed to comply with formalities necessary 
to secure or maintain the copyright. 

�� An exception applies, for example, if the use is a fair use under 
copyright law. 

Although pre-1972 sound recordings are not protected under the 
Copyright Act and enjoy only state copyright law protection, as a 
practical matter, there is no difference in licensing practices for 
pre-1972 sound recordings. 

 Search Copyright for more on copyright duration and the formalities 
necessary to secure or maintain a copyright.

Search Copyright Duration Flowchart for more on the process for 
determining copyright duration and status for works created or first 
published in the US by US authors.

COMMON TYPES OF MUSIC LICENSES
From a legal perspective, music licenses are substantively 
similar to licenses for other types of copyrighted works. However, 
they involve many industry-specific business considerations. 
Further, for many types of licenses, the music industry uses 
terminology that:

�� Is not common in copyright licenses for other types of 
copyrighted works.

�� Differs depending on whether the work is a composition or 
sound recording.

In addition, certain uses of music are subject to music-specific 
compulsory license requirements under the Copyright Act. The 
Copyright Act’s compulsory licensing requirements authorize 
licensees to use specified types of works for specified uses in 
exchange for paying a specified royalty rate (statutory rate). 
Royalties for compulsory licenses are set by the Copyright 
Royalty Board established by the Copyright Act for this purpose. 

The two compulsory licenses most relevant to music are for: 

�� Mechanical reproduction and distribution of a composition 
that has previously been distributed to the public lawfully (see 
below Compulsory Mechanical License). 

�� Non-interactive digital public performance of a sound 
recording (see below Digital Public Performance License).

MUSIC LICENSES FOR COMPOSITIONS

Mechanical License

Mechanical license is the music industry term for a license that 
authorizes a licensee to both:  

�� Create an original recording of all or a portion of a 
composition (that is, make a sound recording). 

�� Reproduce and distribute the composition as embodied in 
that sound recording.

In copyright terms, it is a license to reproduce and distribute the 
composition.

Where certain statutory criteria are met, mechanical licenses 
are subject to compulsory licensing. However, in most cases, 
licensees prefer to obtain voluntary mechanical licenses because:

�� Complying with statutory notice, accounting and other 
requirements for obtaining and maintaining the compulsory 
license can be cumbersome.

�� Voluntary licenses are available at the statutory royalty rate.

Compulsory Mechanical License

Section 115 of the Copyright Act provides a compulsory license for 
the reproduction and distribution of certain musical compositions 
where all of the following criteria are met: 

�� The work is a non-dramatic musical work (that is, not a 
musical or an opera).

�� The work has already been lawfully (that is, by or with the 
permission of the copyright owner) recorded and distributed 
to the public in the US.

�� The use is audio-only. No compulsory license exists for music 
videos or other audiovisual works.

(17 U.S.C. § 115.)

Under these circumstances, a copyright owner cannot refuse 
to grant a mechanical license to a prospective licensee. The 
statutory rate is set by the Copyright Royalty Board and subject 
to periodic review. Current rates are:

�� 9.1 cents per song of five minutes or less for physical 
recordings and permanent digital downloads.

�� 1.75 cents per minute for songs longer than five minutes.

�� 24 cents per ringtone. 

�� Determined by formula for interactive streams and limited 
downloads. The rates vary based on the licensee’s business 
model and other factors. 

The Copyright Office’s website provides information about 
royalty rates (available at copyright.gov).

Sync License

A synchronization license (or sync license) is a license to use a 
particular composition in timed synchronization with video or 
audiovisual material as part of an audiovisual work, including a:

�� Music video.

�� Television program.

�� Filmed motion picture.

�� Video game.

�� Online or mobile app.

�� Television commercial or other audiovisual advertisement.

In copyright terms, a sync license grants the licensee the rights to: 

�� Create the audiovisual work embodying the composition.

�� Reproduce and distribute the composition as embodied in the 
derivative work.

Sync licenses are generally granted directly by the composition’s 
music publisher. A sync license granted by a music publisher 
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may still require consent from the songwriter because music 
publishing agreements often give the songwriter approval rights 
for sync licenses. 

License fees for a sync license vary based on many factors, including: 

�� The song’s popularity.

�� The type of audiovisual work for which it is being licensed.

�� The likely size of the audience.

�� Whether the license is for a limited time period or perpetual. 

Sync licenses can range from a few thousand dollars for a 
one-year license of an older song for a video game to $10,000 or 
more for a perpetual license of an indie artist song for a television 
program. License fees have reached hundreds of thousands of 
dollars or, occasionally, more than $1 million for rights to use 
a well-known song in a major motion picture soundtrack or a 
one-year national television advertising campaign.

Composition Sample License

The term sample license refers to a license to use a portion of a 
composition in another work. It grants the rights to reproduce, 
distribute and create a derivative work of the composition.

Public Performance License

A public performance license authorizes the licensee to publicly 
perform the composition either or both:

�� In a live performance.

�� As embodied in a sound recording.

 Search Copyright for more on the public performance right.

Print License

A print license authorizes visual publication of a 
composition’s score and lyrics including, for example:

�� On paper or other physical medium.

�� Digitally on a web page.

In copyright terms, a print license grants the rights to 
reproduce, publicly display and distribute the composition. 

For many years, the vast majority of music publishers 
granted the exclusive print rights to their songs to 
the Hal Leonard Corporation, and print licenses were 

needed only for specialized uses such as: 

�� Sheet music.

�� Lengthy lyric quotations in books.

�� Karaoke. 

However, digital services also frequently display 
lyrics and new competitors to Hal Leonard have 
emerged in recent years to service the digital 
marketplace.

MUSIC LICENSES FOR SOUND RECORDINGS

Master Use License

A master use license is a license to use a 
sound recording in or as part of another work, 
including both: 

�� Audio-only works, such as compilations or soundtrack albums.

�� Audiovisual works, in timed synchronization with visual or 
audiovisual material, such as a:
�z television program;
�z motion picture soundtrack;
�z video game;
�z online or mobile app;
�z television commercial or other audiovisual advertisement; or
�z music video.

A master use license for an audiovisual work is the sound 
recording analog to a sync license and is sometimes referred to 
as a sync license. However, this article uses the term sync license 
to refer only to licenses of compositions, and only uses the term 
master use license to refer to licenses of sound recordings. 

License fees for master use licenses vary based on the particular 
use and, for use in audiovisual works, the same factors relevant 
to sync license fees. However, the popularity of the performing 
artist is another key variable and can be the overriding factor 
affecting cost.

Sound Recording Sample License

A sample license authorizes a licensee to use a portion of a 
sound recording in another work, similar to a composition 
sample license. It grants the rights to reproduce, distribute and 
create a derivative work of the sound recording.  

Digital Public Performance License

While there is no general public performance right in sound 
recordings under US Copyright Law, there is a public performance 
right in the digital performance of a sound recording. 

Section 114 of the Copyright Act provides a compulsory license 
for non-interactive digital public performances of sound 
recordings, where certain criteria are met. The royalty rates for 
the compulsory license are set by the Copyright Royalty Board. 
To qualify, a service must not: 

�� Be interactive.

�� Exceed specified limits on the number of songs per album or 
songs by the same artist that can be performed consecutively 
or in any three-hour period (subject to certain exceptions for 
simulcasters).

�� Publish playlists.

�� Exceed specified archiving limits. 

(17 U.S.C. § 114.) 

SoundExchange, a digital performance rights organization 
formed pursuant to the Copyright Act, issues and administers 
compulsory statutory licenses on a blanket basis. There are 
several rate categories for this kind of license. SoundExchange 
publishes specific rates and categories on its website (available 
at soundexchange.com).

WHO CONTROLS WHICH RIGHTS?
Once a prospective licensee determines which rights it needs to 
license for its intended use, the licensee must identify who can 
license those rights. That is often a challenging exercise because: 
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�� The appropriate licensor for a composition or sound recording 
may vary based on the proposed use. 

�� Some uses of compositions may require multiple licenses from 
different licensors.

�� Use of a sound recording generally requires licenses for both the 
sound recording and the composition embodied in the recording.

For an example of the combination of rights necessary for 
various uses of music, see Box: Putting It All Together: A 
Hypothetical Example.

WHO CAN GRANT A LICENSE: COMPOSITIONS

Using a composition often requires multiple licenses from 
separate licensors, which, depending on the use, may include:

�� One or more songwriters or music publishers.

�� The Harry Fox Agency.

�� Performing rights organizations.

Songwriters and Music Publishers

The copyright in a composition generally initially vests in the 
composition’s songwriter. However, songwriters often transfer to 
a music publisher either: 

�� Ownership of the copyright.

�� The right to administer the copyright (including the right to 
grant licenses). 

If there is more than one songwriter, each songwriter may 
transfer its rights to a different music publisher. Any joint 
copyright owner has the legal right to license the entire 
copyright, subject to an obligation to account to the other joint 
owners. However, music publishers generally only license the 
percentage of a song that they control because they do not want 
to take on obligations to the joint owner. Therefore, as a practical 
matter, a licensee often needs licenses from more than one joint 
owner (and in some cases, all joint owners). 

In addition, where songwriters have granted ownership or the 
right to administer the copyright to a music publisher, they often 
still retain the right to consent to certain types of licenses, such as 
use of the song in a television commercial or movie soundtrack.

 Search Copyright for more on the different types of copyright 
ownership, including joint ownership and joint authorship. 

The Harry Fox Agency

The Harry Fox Agency is the largest mechanical rights collecting 
society in the US, and issues mechanical licenses for more 
than 36,000 music publishers. However, the number of Harry 
Fox-affiliated publishers has dropped in recent years. Many US 
music publishers are not represented by Harry Fox and handle 
mechanical licensing directly.

Performing Rights Organizations

In the US, public performance licensing of compositions is 
generally handled by three performing rights organizations:

�� American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers (ASCAP).

�� Broadcast Music, Inc. (BMI).

�� SESAC, Inc. 

Virtually all songwriters and music publishers are affiliated with 
one of these organizations, which: 

�� Issues public performance licenses.

�� Collects and distributes public performance royalties.

ASCAP and BMI are much larger than SESAC and together 
control the US public performance rights for the vast majority of 
songs. ASCAP and BMI operate under court-supervised antitrust 
consent decrees (see Box, ASCAP and BMI Consent Decrees). The 
ASCAP and BMI consent decrees:

�� Require them to make the compositions they represent 
available on a non-discriminatory basis.

�� Provide for royalties to be set by court order if the parties 
cannot agree on rates. 

The performing rights organizations issue blanket licenses, 
which authorize licensees to use all of the songs in their 
catalogs. A licensee that plans to broadcast a wide range of 
songs generally needs licenses from both ASCAP and BMI, if 
not all three performing rights organizations, to ensure that  
all of the songs that they broadcast are licensed. This includes, 
for example: 

�� Radio and television stations.

�� Physical venues, like malls, nightclubs, restaurants and 
health clubs.

WHO CAN GRANT A LICENSE: SOUND RECORDINGS

In contrast to compositions and with only a few exceptions, in the US: 

�� A single entity typically controls all of the exclusive rights in a 
sound recording. 

�� A user generally can obtain all the rights it needs to use a 
particular sound recording from that entity (but generally still 
must separately license the underlying composition).

Occasionally, different licensors might also control the right to 
license the sound recording, depending on the use or territory. 
For example, different licensors may control the rights in the US 
and the UK.  

Artist’s Record Label

The recording artist’s record label is generally the appropriate 
licensor for all uses of a sound recording other than: 

�� Certain non-interactive digital public performances, which are 
subject to compulsory licensing.  

�� Physical or digital distributions, in cases where the artists are 
represented by a foreign or smaller label that has granted 
distribution rights to another entity.

As a practical matter, for most popular music that is likely  
to be licensed, the artists are under contract with a record  
label and likely to have agreed that the copyright in the  
sound recording belongs to the label. Even when artists  
retain copyright ownership of their sound recordings in record 
deals, they often grant the record label exclusive exploitation 
rights. However, if a sound recording is created by artists who 
are not under contract with a record label, the copyright in the 
sound recording is generally owned jointly and controlled by  
the artists.

© 2014 Thomson Reuters. All rights reserved.  
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Distributor

Foreign or smaller independent labels sometimes grant physical 
or digital distribution rights to any of the following:

�� A major label (Universal Music, Warner Music or Sony Music).

�� An independent distributer such as RED Distribution or 
Alternative Distribution Alliance (ADA).

�� A digital distributor such as CDBaby, Tunecore or The Orchard.

However, even in these situations, the label almost always 
retains the exclusive right to grant master use licenses.  

SoundExchange

While the Copyright Act generally does not recognize a public 
performance right in sound recordings, in 1995 Congress 
established a public performance right, effective February 1, 
1996, in the digital performance of a sound recording. 

For qualifying non-interactive performances (such as a satellite 
broadcast via SiriusXM radio or a radio program that is simulcast 
via the station’s website), the digital public performance right 
is subject to compulsory statutory license, with the royalty rate 
set by the Copyright Royalty Board. The compulsory statutory 

licenses of sound recordings for digital broadcast are issued 
and administered by SoundExchange, an agency formed 
under the Copyright Act for this purpose. Services licensed by 
SoundExchange include, for example: 

�� Pandora.

�� SiriusXM.

�� Webcasters.

�� Cable TV (audio-only) music channels such as Music Choice. 

For non-qualifying non-interactive performances and all interactive 
performances, the public performance right is typically controlled by 
the same entity that controls other rights in the sound recording.

WHO NEEDS TO LICENSE WHICH RIGHTS:  
USE OF COMPOSITIONS
An entity generally needs a license for a composition when it 
uses either: 

�� The composition itself. 

�� A sound recording embodying an existing performance of the 
composition.

Whenever a sound recording is used commercially, a 
license is needed for both the composition and the sound 
recording. However, the composition and the sound 
recording often are not controlled by the same licensor. 
In addition, the appropriate licensors for a particular use 
of a composition or sound recording will depend on the 
specific use being licensed and who controls the exclusive 
rights necessary for that use. 

For example, consider the song Hey Jude, originally 
recorded by The Beatles:

�� The composition was written by John Lennon and Paul 
McCartney, who assigned the publishing rights in the 
composition to Northern Songs (currently owned by 
Sony/ATV Music Publishing LLC). 

�� The Beatles performed the sound recording and 
assigned the copyright in that sound recording to 
Capitol Records under their recording agreement.

�� Northern Songs is affiliated with: 
�z ASCAP for performing rights purposes; and 
�z Harry Fox for mechanical rights licensing.

COVER VERSION OF COMPOSITION
If Katy Perry wants to include her cover version of Hey Jude on 
an album, she (or her label) would need a mechanical license 
from Harry Fox to reproduce and distribute the composition. 
However, she would not need a license to the sound recording 
since she would not use The Beatles’ recording. 

DIGITAL DOWNLOAD OF SOUND RECORDING
For Apple to make the original recording of Hey Jude 
available for download through iTunes, it needs both: 

�� A license to reproduce and distribute the sound 
recording from Capitol Records. 

�� A mechanical license to reproduce and distribute the 
composition from Harry Fox. 

INTERACTIVE AND NON-INTERACTIVE 
STREAMING SERVICES
For an interactive streaming service like Spotify to stream 
the original recording, it needs: 

�� A license to reproduce, distribute and publicly perform 
the sound recording from Capitol Records.

�� A mechanical license to reproduce and distribute the 
composition from Harry Fox.

�� A license to publicly perform the composition from ASCAP. 

SATELLITE RADIO
Use of the original recording by SiriusXM in its satellite 
broadcasts requires:

�� A license to publicly perform the sound recording from 
SoundExchange.

�� A license to publicly perform the composition from ASCAP.

PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER: A HYPOTHETICAL EXAMPLE
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Typical users of compositions include: 

�� Record labels.

�� Film and television producers.

�� Ad agencies and advertisers.

�� Commercial venues.

�� Radio stations and non-interactive webcasters.

�� Online and mobile services.

�� Services offering mobile ringtones and ringbacks.

�� Video game and app developers.

RECORD LABELS

A record label uses a composition when it creates and 
distributes a sound recording of an artist’s performance of  
the composition, whether it is an: 

�� Audio-only recording. 

�� Audiovisual recording (such as a music video promoting  
an album).

If Artist Is Songwriter

If the recording artist is also the songwriter (or co-songwriter), 
the recording agreement between the artist and the record 
label almost always grants the record label a mechanical 
license and sync license for the composition under what is 
known in the industry as a controlled composition clause. 
Controlled composition clauses and other aspects of recording 
agreements are specific to the music industry and beyond the 
scope of this article.  

If Artist Is Not Songwriter

Where the recording artist is not also the songwriter, the record 
label must obtain a mechanical license to: 

�� Manufacture and distribute physical CDs. 

�� Authorize downloads of the composition embodied in a sound 
recording, including: 
�z directly on the label’s or artist’s own direct-to-consumer 
website; or 
�z on a pass-through basis through third-party services such 
as iTunes. 

The record label generally obtains the mechanical license 
from either: 

�� Harry Fox, if the music publisher of the song is a Harry Fox affiliate.

�� Directly from the music publisher, if it is not a Harry Fox affiliate. 

Sampling and Music Videos

A record label (or artist) also requires:

�� A sample license from the music publisher to use a portion of 
a composition in another work. 

�� A sync license from the music publisher of the composition to 
produce a music video. 

PRODUCERS OF AUDIOVISUAL WORKS

Producers of audiovisual works use compositions when they hire 
an artist to perform an existing song for use in a production, 
including, for example:

�� A motion picture.

�� A television program.

�� An audiovisual commercial.

These uses require a sync license, which generally must be 
obtained directly from the song’s music publisher.

If the producer of the audiovisual work is also using an existing 
sound recording, it needs to separately license the sound 
recording rights.

COMMERCIAL VENUES

Any commercial venue that hosts live performances or, 
with limited exceptions, broadcasts music requires public 
performance licenses for the compositions performed. This 
includes both venues where the music is the main event (for 
example, a concert) and venues where music is played in the 
background, for example:

�� Bars.

�� Clubs.

�� Restaurants.

�� Performance halls.

�� Health clubs.

�� Retail stores.

ASCAP’s website provides a complete list of its licensee 
categories. Because these types of venues broadcast a wide 
variety of songs, they typically need licenses from all three 
performing rights organizations. 

Section 110(5) of the Copyright Act exempts certain types of 
venues from needing a direct public performance license if they:

�� Only play music provided by over the air, satellite or cable 
radio or television. 

�� Meet certain additional criteria. 

(17 U.S.C. 110(5).) 

Venues that host live bands or DJs need direct licenses from the 
performing rights organizations even if they would otherwise be 
able to rely on this exemption. 

RADIO STATIONS AND NON-INTERACTIVE WEBCASTERS

Terrestrial, satellite or cable and non-interactive internet 
or mobile radio stations and webcasters require public 
performance licenses for the compositions embodied in the 
music they broadcast.  

Because these users broadcast a wide variety of songs, 
they typically need licenses from all three performing rights 
organizations. Digital radio stations and non-interactive 
webcasters also need a separate license for the performance 
of the sound recording (see below Who Needs to License Which 
Rights: Use of Sound Recordings: Digital Radio and Non-
interactive Webcasters (Audio-only)).

ONLINE AND MOBILE SERVICES

Online and mobile music services require licenses for the music 
they transmit or distribute. The specific rights and type of license 
required for the compositions vary based on, among other things, 
the specific type of service. This section discusses licenses for the 
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composition embodied in the music transmitted by the service. 
Digital streaming and download services also need a license 
for the sound recording (see below Who Needs to License Which 
Rights: Use of Sound Recordings: Online and Mobile Services). 

Interactive and On-demand Audio-only Webcasting

Interactive and on-demand audio-only webcasting services, 
including streaming services, must obtain the following 
licenses for the compositions embodied in the songs they 
transmit or distribute: 

�� Public performance licenses from ASCAP, BMI and SESAC.

�� Mechanical licenses from Harry Fox or from the music 
publisher, or on a compulsory basis. The mechanical licenses 
can be obtained at statutory rates, which will vary depending 
on the particular type of service.

“Limited downloads” are treated like on-demand webcasts for 
purposes of licensing compositions and, therefore, also require 
these licenses. A limited download is a download where the end 
user’s rights expire after, for example, a limited amount of time 
or a number of plays. 

Permanent Download Services

Services that enable permanent audio-only downloads, such as 
iTunes, require mechanical licenses for the songs they distribute. 
In practice, record companies frequently obtain the mechanical 
licenses for their sound recordings and bundle the cost of those 
licenses in the fees they charge for downloads. However, the 
service may need to obtain them at the statutory rate either: 

�� From Harry Fox or the music publisher. 

�� On a compulsory basis.

Interactive and On-demand Music Video Webcasting

Services that include music video streaming or downloads need 
to obtain licenses for the rights to distribute both the composition 
and the sound recording. Authorization to distribute the sound 
recording can be obtained from the record label. 

Authorization to distribute the composition as embodied in a 
music video must also be obtained. It can be obtained directly 
from the music publishers or, depending on the circumstances, 
certain record labels may be willing to obtain the licenses 
required for the compositions embodied in their music videos on 
behalf of the service.

SERVICES OFFERING MOBILE RINGTONES AND RINGBACKS

After some debate, it is well-settled that only a mechanical license 
is needed for using compositions in ringtones, ringbacks and similar 
mobile products. The mechanical license can either be obtained: 

�� From Harry Fox or the music publisher.

�� On a compulsory basis. 

Ringtones and ringbacks also require a license from the sound 
recording owner only if they use the original recording and are 
not re-recorded for purposes of use in these mobile products.

VIDEO GAME AND APP DEVELOPERS

Music is an increasingly important element of video games and 
online and mobile apps. A game or app developer may choose 

to hire someone to write original music for the game as a work 
made for hire, in which case the developer owns the composition 
and does not need a license. 

However, if the game or app developer chooses to use existing 
music, it must license the necessary rights in the composition 
directly from the songwriter or music publisher. The particular 
rights and type of license will depend on the nature of the game 
or the app. These licenses will generally include all publishing 
rights that are needed for the game or app. 

Game or app developers that cannot license an original 
composition on terms they think are reasonable sometimes 
commission a “sound-alike” song to be written as a work made 
for hire. This practice can be risky because using a sound-alike 
may expose the developer to claims of copyright infringement 
from the music publisher of the original work. Therefore, before 
incorporating the composition into the game or app, the developer 
should seek legal advice and advice from a musicologist.

If the game or app developer is also using an existing sound 
recording, it needs to separately license the sound recording 
rights (see below Who Needs to License Which Rights: Use of 
Sound Recordings: Video Game and App Developers).

WHO NEEDS TO LICENSE WHICH RIGHTS: USE OF 
SOUND RECORDINGS
Use of a sound recording requires licenses for both:

�� The particular recording.

�� The underlying composition embodied in the recording.

Generally, the licensee must obtain each license separately. 
However, in some instances the record label (who generally 
owns or controls the right to license the copyright in the sound 

In 1941, ASCAP and BMI settled an antitrust price-fixing 
action brought against them by the US Department 
of Justice (DOJ) by entering into consent decrees. 
Among other things, the consent decrees delegated 
rate-setting authority to the US District Court for the 
Southern District of New York. 

If the licensor and licensee cannot agree on rates for 
ASCAP or BMI licenses, the rates are set by a judge 
in a rate-setting proceeding. The DOJ is currently 
considering amendments to the ASCAP and BMI 
consent decrees. If these amendments are adopted, 
they could impact public performance royalty rates and 
licensing practices in the future.

 Search Play it Again, Sam: DOJ to Review 1941 ASCAP and 
BMI Consent Decrees for more on the issues surrounding the 
DOJ’s review of the ASCAP and BMI consent decrees.

ASCAP AND BMI CONSENT 
DECREES
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recording) is willing to obtain the rights in the composition (see 
above Permanent Download Services). 

Because the Copyright Act does not protect the non-digital 
public performance of a sound recording, a public performance 
license is not required for many uses of sound recordings, 
including live performances and analog broadcasts (for example, 
over terrestrial radio or in public venues). However, these uses 
still require a public performance license for the composition.

Typical users of sound recordings include: 

�� Other record labels and artists. 

�� Film and television producers.

�� Advertisers.

�� Digital radio and non-interactive webcasters.

�� Online and mobile services.

�� Services offering mobile ringtones and ringbacks.

�� Video game and app developers.

OTHER RECORD LABELS AND ARTISTS

Record labels and artists require licenses when they include 
sound recordings (or portions of sound recordings) owned by 
another artist or label in their recordings or on their albums. 
For example:

�� An artist that wants to include a sample of another sound 
recording in a new recording requires a sample license from 
the sound recording’s owner, usually the record label.  

�� A record label that wants to include a sound recording owned 
by another label on an album or compilation requires a 
master use license.

The artist or label also requires a corresponding sample or 
mechanical license in the composition embodied in the sound 
recording. 

PRODUCERS OF AUDIOVISUAL WORKS

Use of an original sound recording in a motion picture, television 
or other audiovisual production (including for advertising 
purposes) requires two separate licenses:

�� A master use license for the sound recording. 

�� A sync license for the underlying composition.

The producer typically must obtain the master use license 
from the sound recording’s copyright owner, which is usually 
the recording artist’s record label. While foreign and smaller 
labels sometimes grant distribution rights to a major label or 
independent distributor, they almost always retain the exclusive 
right to grant licenses for use in audiovisual works. 

DIGITAL RADIO AND NON-INTERACTIVE  
WEBCASTERS (AUDIO-ONLY)

Digital radio stations, including satellite radio and cable 
audio-only music channels, such as Music Choice, require 
non-interactive digital public performance licenses for the 
sound recordings they transmit. Non-interactive services that 
qualify for the Section 114 compulsory license can obtain blanket 
licenses from SoundExchange. 

Pandora, SiriusXM , webcasters and cable TV (audio-only) 
music channels such as Music Choice are examples of the 
kinds of non-interactive digital services that are licensed by 
SoundExchange. There are several rate categories for this 
kind of license. SoundExchange provides specific rates and 
categories on its website.

Digital radio stations and non-interactive webcasters also 
require public performance licenses for the compositions 
embodied in those recordings.

ONLINE AND MOBILE SERVICES

Digital streaming services that fall outside of the eligibility 
criteria for the SoundExchange compulsory license, including all 
music video services, must obtain licenses from either:

�� The record label that owns the sound recording.

�� In the case of many independent labels, its authorized distributor.

Digital download services must obtain a license to distribute 
downloads by the record label that owns the sound recording or 
its authorized distributor.

Use of these sound recordings also requires a separate license 
for the composition embodied in the sound recording.

SERVICES OFFERING MOBILE RINGTONES AND RINGBACKS

If mobile products such as ringtones or ringbacks use the 
original sound recording (and were not re-recorded), the 
service offering the mobile products must obtain a license 
to create (as a derivative work), reproduce and distribute 
the product from either:

�� The record label that owns the sound recording.

�� In some cases, an authorized distributor.

A license is also required for the composition.

VIDEO GAME AND APP DEVELOPERS

Use of an existing sound recording in a game or app 
requires both: 

�� A master use license, generally from the record 
label that owns the recording. 

�� A sync license for the composition embodied 
in the recording. 

However, in many cases, even where the 
developer chooses to license the composition, 
the developer may hire someone to record a new 
version of the song for the game or app as a 
work made for hire. If a new version of the 
song is recorded, the developer does not 
need a master use license for the sound 
recording.

 This article is based on a Practice Note 
available on our website. For the 
complete, online version of this resource, 
including additional information on key 
music licensing considerations, search 
Music Licensing.
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